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15 AÊ Resolution Model of the Monomeric
Kinesin Motor, KIF1A
How is C351 highly processive even though it is mono-
meric, while the corresponding monomeric construct
of conventional kinesin is not? From the phylogenetic
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and Nobutaka Hirokawa*
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Graduate School of Medicine analysis of two-headed KIFs and the single-headed
University of Tokyo unc104/KIF1 subfamily, a 12±amino acid insert at the
7±3±1 Hongo Bunkyo-ku L12 region, which we named the K loop, is surmised to
Tokyo 113±0033 work as the extra binding domain to the MT, which
Japan dramatically increases the affinity to MTs. This supposi-
tion was supported by the result that the processivity
of C351 and the C351-MT interaction were competitively
Summary inhibited by a synthetic K loop peptide (synthetic lysine
hexamer). However, the exact function of the K loop
A two-headed structure has been widely believed to remains unclear. In addition, even if the K loop does
be essential for the kinesin molecular motor to move indeed work as the high-affinity binding region, how
processively on the track, microtubules. However, we does it contribute to the movement?
have recently demonstrated that a monomeric motor To address these questions, we studied K loop±MT
domain construct of KIF1A (C351), a kinesin superfam- interaction using the following three approaches. Analy-
ily protein, moves processively, taking about 700 steps sis of K loop±less mutants of KIF1A showed that the K
before being detached from microtubules. To eluci- loop is essential for the highly processive movement.
date the mechanism of its single-headed processivity, Cryo-EM and helical image analysis allowed a 15 AÊ reso-
we examined the C351-MT interaction by mutant anal- lution map of the C351-MT complex, which allowed clear
ysis and high-resolution cryo-EM. Mutant analysis in- visualization of the K loop as an arm-like structure. Gold
dicated the importance of a highly positively charged cluster labeling of the K loop confirmed this assignment.
loop, the ªK loop,º for such processivity. A 15 AÊ resolu- Furthermore, this high-resolution model enabled the un-
tion structure unambiguously docked with the avail- ambiguous docking of the available atomic models and
able atomic models revealed ªK loopº as an extra mi-
revealed how kinesin motors interact with MTs. KIF1A
crotubule-binding domain specific to KIF1A, and bound
has three MT-binding sites (MB1, MB2, and MB3). MB3
to the C terminus of tubulin. The site-specific cross-
is the unique arm-like projection containing the K loop.
linking further confirmed this model.
Finally, site-specific cross-linking showed that the K
loop does indeed work as a unique MT-binding site even
Introduction in the weak binding state. Based on these results, we
propose a model of the KIF1A architecture and the
Conventional kinesin and most other kinesin superfamily KIF1A-MT interaction that allows single-headed pro-
proteins (KIFs) possess two-headed structures (Hiro- cessive movement.
kawa, 1998). In regard to conventional kinesins, this two-
headed structure is widely accepted to be essential for
its processivity: the dimeric, two-headed molecule takes Results
hundreds of steps before being detached from its track,
microtubule (MT), while the engineered monomeric (sin- Loss of Processivity of KIF1A by K Loop Deletion
gle-headed) molecule takes at most several steps and
The function of the K loop was analyzed by introducing
is readily released from MTs. However, even though
mutation. The K loop of C351 (Figure 1A) was replaced
KIF1A and other related KIFs (unc104/KIF1 subfamily)
with the corresponding region (L12) in the heavy chain ofare naturally monomeric, they are very active motors
the conventional kinesin (KIF5C) of the mouse (C351DK).and play essential roles in neurons and other cells (Nan-
This K loop deletion did not significantly affect the turn-gaku et al., 1994; Okada et al., 1995; Yonekawa et al.,
over rate of MT-activated ATPase, indicating that1998).
C351DK was expressed and folded normally. However,Recently, we demonstrated that a catalytic core of
the affinity for MTs (K0.5MT(ATPase)) decreased by more thanKIF1A (C351) is the essential domain for the highly pro-
5-fold. The mutant protein was fluorescence labeled andcessive movement, by direct visualization of the single
analyzed by the single-motor motility assay. In the singlemotor movement of fluorescence-labeled molecules
motor condition (z1±10 pM motor protein) in the pres-along the MTs: C351 moved more than five times as
ence of 2 mM ATP, C351DK frequently attached to theprocessively as dimeric conventional kinesin (Okada
MT, but detached from the MT within a few frames (30and Hirokawa, 1999). C351 is a small monomeric protein,
ms), so that no processive movement was observed.containing the first methionine in the middle of the sixth
Even with a 10-fold higher concentration of the motora helix in the motor domain and the ªneck-linkerº of
protein (60 pM), the C351DK-MT binding was very tran-kinesin.
sient (Figure 1C). Under the same conditions, however,
the original construct C351 bound massively to the MT* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: hirokawa@
m.u-tokyo.ac.jp). and moved toward the MT-plus end to accumulate there
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and give lollipop-like appearance (Figure 1B), indicating
the high processivity (Case et al., 1997; Okada and Hiro-
kawa, 1999). This showed that the K loop±deleted mu-
tant has less affinity for MT and that its processivity is
significantly decreased. These results demonstrate that
the K loop is an essential prerequisite for the processive
movement.
Comparison between the Structures of KIF1A
and Kinesin
How does the K loop work? Which region in tubulin is the
binding site for the K loop? As the K loop is composed of
12 amino acids, the K loop was expected to be visualized
as an additional density in the C351-MT complex, when
compared to the map of the conventional kinesin
head±MT complex. To this end, the structures of C351
and K340 (motor domain of the mouse conventional
kinesin; Kikkawa et al., 1994) were studied in their MT-
complexed states using cryo-EM and helical image anal-
ysis. MTs mixed with these motors in the presence of
AMPPNP appeared to be fully decorated after being
frozen for cryo-EM (Figures 2A and 2E). The diffraction
pattern of the cryo-EM images of these complexes
showed a clear 80 AÊ periodicity (Figures 2B and 2F)
indicating that the sample with 15 protofilaments/2 start
helices can be analyzed as a helical tube object (Hirose
et al., 1995; Kikkawa et al., 1995; Sosa et al., 1997b).
The results of high resolution helical image analysis of
the C351-MT complex and the K340-MT complex are
summarized in Table 1.
22 AÊ resolution 3D maps of the C351-MT complex and
K340-MT complex are shown as surface representations
(Figures 2C and 2G, respectively). The polarity of the
internal MTs was determined from sluing of the protofila-
ment of the MT in a counterclockwise direction as seen
from the plus end (ChreÂ tien et al., 1996); all the MT
figures in this paper are shown with the plus-end up,
unless otherwise specified. In the C351-MT complex,
C351 was identified as an asymmetric density bound to
the left side of the MT protofilament ridge. The C351-
MT interaction sites were separated into two parts, as
viewed from the side (Figure 2D). We named the upper
connection MB1 (Figure 2D, MT binding 1 MB1), and
the lower, MB2. Similar connections were also present
in the K340-MT complex (Figure 2H), and the relative
positions of these interaction sites with the MT were
essentially the same as in the C351-MT complex.
Although K340 appeared as a ªtear dropº structure
Figure 1. Sequence Comparison and Motility Assays
(A) Sequence alignment of the KIF1A, human and rat kinesin heavy
chains (KHCs). The positions of the secondary structure elements
as well as the location of MT binding (MBn) and the K loop are
indicated. The color used for MT binding corresponds to the color
shown in the other figures. The extra residues in KIF1A compared
to the residues in KHC are colored red.
(B) High motor concentration assay of C351. C351 (red) was applied
at 60 pM to MTs (green) fixed on a coverglass. The molecules moved
continuously to one end of the MT (arrowheads) and accumulated
at the end to form a bright spot. The other end was not decorated
with C351 (arrows).
(C) C351DK, the K loop±deleted mutant readily detached from the
MT and showed no accumulation.
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Figure 2. Image Analysis and Three-Dimensional Maps
(A) Cryoelectron micrographs, (B) computed diffraction patterns, (C) three-dimensional 22 AÊ resolution maps, and (D) enlarged side view of
the C351-MT complex in the presence of AMPPNP. Bar 5 400 AÊ in (A). (E±H) Same series of the K340-MT complex. In (C) and (G), one motor
molecule is colored red. MT-binding sites are indicated by colored arrowheads in (D) and (H). (I) Significance of difference in mass between
the K340-MT complex and the C351-MT complex, as assessed by the t test. The t map is shown as a slice at the top level of (C). The C351-
MT complex was also drawn as a gray contour. The red and blue regions indicate the portion where the density of the C351-MT complex
was significantly increased or decreased, respectively (p , 1025), compared to that of the K340-MT complex. The MB3 arm regions are
indicated by the arrowheads. (J) Layer line data points are plotted in reciprocal space with color according to the phase residual between
the two independently averaged layer line data of the C351-MT complex. The start positions of the layer lines were determined by the helical
symmetry, 15 protofilaments/2 start helices, with the repeat distance 1520 AÊ and radius 190 AÊ . Note that, up to 12.5 AÊ resolution, Bessel
components do not overlap on the same layer lines. (K) Fourier shell correlations between the two independent datasets. For the final map,
the correlation coefficient fell to 0.5 at a resolution of 22 AÊ and 15 AÊ for the K340-MT complex, and the C351-MT complex, respectively.
(Kikkawa et al., 1995), C351 had a clear additional protru- C351 and covered the right side of the MT protofilament
ridge (Figure 2C). In the K340, there was only a smallsion, named MB3, because it was the third MT-binding
domain as demonstrated below. This MB3 protruded notch at the corresponding location (Figures 2G and
2H).like an ªarmº from the ªteardropº-shaped main body of
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Table 1. Data Analysis Summary
Parameters K340-MT Complex C351-MT Complex C351Au-MT Complex
Number of data sets 78 260 80
Range of underfocus 20,000±33,000 AÊ 17,000±30,000 AÊ 17,000±21,000 AÊ
Number of asymmetrical units z11,000 z37,000 z11,000
Resolution cutoff 22 AÊ 15 AÊ 25 AÊ
Number of data sets is the number of independent near and far data sets averaged to yield the final 3D maps. Number of asymmetrical units
is the number of asymmetric units (e.g., tubulin dimers) in the average. Resolution cutoff value was determined by the Fourier ring correlation
(Figure 2K).
The existence of this arm of C351 was confirmed by to the loop regions, indicating that the core b sheet is
also conserved in the catalytic core of KIF1A. The largeststatistical analysis. The t test procedure was applied to
12±amino acid insertion at L12 contains the K loop. Theobtain a comparison between the motor-related mass
additional masses found in the three-dimensional mapdensities of the C351-MT complex and the K340-MT
might be attributable to these additional amino acids.complex (Figure 2I). Comparison between the two maps
The human kinesin atomic model was docked into therevealed a significant mass attributable to the region at
15 AÊ resolution map of the C351-MT complex (Figurethe tip of the arm, but also to the MT and the arm of
3A). The docking of other kinesin atomic models (ratC351 (Figure 2I, arrowheads). Thus, the results indicate
kinesin and Ncd) gave essentially the same results. Twonot only the existence of this arm, but also the existence
independent docking methods were used. One wasof a connection between the arm and the MT. As de-
manual docking depending on the envelope of the map.scribed later, this connection can also be visualized in
The landmarks in the maps used for manual dockingthe 15 AÊ resolution map of the C351-MT complex. Thus,
will be described later. The other was a computationalthis arm may work as an additional MT-binding site,
method utilizing the vector quantization of the densitiesspecific to KIF1A.
(Wriggers et al., 1999). Both the manual and the compu-
tational methods gave essentially same results. Finally,Docking High-Resolution EM Structure
the docking was refined by maximizing the correlationand Atomic Models
coefficient between the EM map and the kinesin atomicTo correlate the amino acid sequences in KIF1A with the
model. The correlation map has a sharp peak aroundstructures identified in the C351-MT complex, atomic
the final parameters (Figure 3B), showing that the atomicmodels of kinesin and tubulin were docked into the EM-
model was docked with 1±2 AÊ accuracy.derived density map. MB3 was the region of particular
The manual docking of the kinesin atomic model wasinterest, since this domain constituted the dominant dif-
performed in three steps. First, the long axis of the enve-ference between the two maps. For unambiguous dock-
lope of C351, which runs almost parallel to the protofila-ing, a higher resolution map was desirable. Fortunately,
ment (Figures 3C and 3D), determined the long axis ofsince C351 has more than 100-fold higher affinity for
kinesin atomic model in the envelope. The envelope of
MT than K340, a higher resolution map was expected
C351 is wide at its lower part (Figure 3E). In the ªstandard
to be achievable.
viewº of the atomic model, the shape of the core b sheet
To improve the resolution, an electron microscope is triangular with widening at the upper part along the
equipped with a field emission gun was used, the posi- long axis (Kull et al., 1996). This shape determines the
tional parameters for each repeat of the tube were pre- ªpolarityº of the long axis and the kinesin atomic model
cisely aligned and contrast transfer function (CTF) was was placed so that L10 pointed toward the plus end of
corrected. All the layer lines within the resolution (Figure the MT (Figures 3D and 3F). Finally, the rotational angle
2J) were merged into the final data. Note that there are around the long axis was confined so that L8/b5a,b fit
no overlaps of the layer lines within a 12.5 AÊ resolution into the envelope between the protofilament ridge and
shell, and no special treatment is required to separate the core b sheet of C351 (Figure 3D, L8). In the slab
overlapped layer line data. The phase residuals at each view from the MT side, the MB3 arm region (Figure 3F,
data point of the C351-MT complex are shown with asterisk) protrudes to the left from a4-L12, and is not
colors (Figure 2J). A Fourier shell correlation shows the occupied by the kinesin atomic model. C351 has an
overall quality in each resolution range (Heel, 1987), and additional 12±amino acid±long K loop at L12 (Figure 1A).
the effective resolution limit is 15 AÊ for the C351-MT Thus this arm is mainly attributable to the K loop.
complex (Figure 2K). In the side view (Figure 3D), there are three more
unoccupied regions inside the envelope of C351. In the
KIF1A Structure upper part near L10, the unoccupied space points to-
Although the atomic structure of the KIF1A motor do- ward the surface of the MT (Figure 3D, arrowhead). C351
main is not yet known, the structure of C351 was pre- has 24 amino acids including a 6 polyhistidine tag, the
dicted from kinesin atomic models because the amino corresponding region of which is not present in the hu-
acid sequences of the motor domain of KIF1A exhibit man kinesin atomic coordinate. In the rat kinesin atomic
60% similarity to that of conventional kinesins (Figure model (Sack et al., 1997), this region forms the b9, b10,
1A) (Kull et al., 1996; Sack et al., 1997). Compared to and a7 (neck helix). Thus, the space may be occupied
human kinesin, KIF1A has 4, 7, 8, and 12 additional by the C-terminal region of C351, which will form similar
amino acids in the b7, L2, L3, and L12 domains, respec- structure to kinesin. In the lower part of C351, two unoc-
cupied spaces are present, and these correspond to thetively. These additional amino acids are mainly mapped
The Structure of KIF1A and Processive Movement
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location of L2 and L3 where C351 has 7 and 8 additional MT (Figure 5A), the outer surface of the protofilament
is roughly composed of four faces; namely FH12, FH11,amino acids, respectively.
FH3±5, and FH6,9,10 (see also Figure 6C). Each subscript
indicates the helices comprising the face. FH12 is mostlyGold Cluster Labeling
covered by the mass of C351 (Figure 5B). On the leftIn order to test the accuracy of this docking, the K loop
side of the FH12, H11 forms a narrow face (FH11). On thewas specifically labeled with a gold cluster (Au11), and
right side of FH12, there is a wide face (FH3±5). In theseits structure was also analyzed by cryo-EM. The accu-
three faces (FH12, FH11 and FH3±5), a helices run at a shallowracy was judged from the distance between the Au11
angle to the protofilament axis. All these faces areand Ca of the labeled residue that was predicted from
docked into the map with no gaps (Figure 5B), leavingthe docking. The distance was expected to be z15 AÊ
limited rotational freedom for the tubulin atomic modelaccording to the molecular structure of the gold cluster
around the protofilament axis. This unambiguous dock-label.
ing of the tubulin atomic model provides additional evi-For the specific labeling, one of the amino acids in
dence for the polarity of the MT, which is independentthe K loop (threonine 301) was replaced by cysteine.
of the sluing of the protofilament.The introduced cysteine was more strongly reactive than
The inner side of the MT is mostly composed of loopsother internal cysteines, because of the presence of
(Figure 5B). The M loop (S7-H9 loop) is considered toneighboring positively charged lysines. The mutated
play a central role in the lateral contact between proto-C351 was specifically labeled with monomaleimido-
filaments (Nogales et al., 1999), and extends to the H1-Au11. The Au11-labeled C351 (C351Au) binds to the MT
S2 loop of the neighboring protofilaments, fitting wellas does the original C351, and its three-dimensional
into the ªbridgeº envelope between the protofilamentsstructure (Figure 4A, upper half) was analyzed with a
(Figure 6A). Although the H1-S2 loop exits from the enve-resolution of up to 25 AÊ (Table 1). The main body shape
lope (Figure 5B), this loop was not well defined in theof C351Au is essentially the same as that of the original
tubulin atomic model. In the polymerized MT state, theC351 (Figure 4A, lower half). In contrast, C351Au has a
H1-S2 loop makes a lateral contact with the M loop andthicker MB3 arm, which extends upward. This additional
may form a defined conformation.mass can be attributed to an Au11 cluster. The Au11 clus-
FH12 is considered to be the track of the kinesin motorster is an z20 AÊ diameter molecule with an 8 AÊ diameter
(Figure 5C). The docking of the tubulin atomic modelgold core surrounded by an organic shell. Due to the
into FH12 was shown in the slab view in Figure 5D. Thehigh density of the gold cluster (19 g/cm3, MW ≈ 5,000),
crest of the MT protofilament that is formed by the H11,the diameter of Au11 appeared larger than this. The differ-
H12, and H10-S9 loops was excellently fitted into theence map, which was calculated by subtracting the den-
shallow zigzag path of the map, indicating that the trans-sity of the C351-MT complexes from that of the C351Au-
lation of the tubulin atomic model along the protofila-MT complexes, showed a very sharp and spherical high
ment axis is restricted to this docking. Above the rightdensity region, revealed as a golden ball (Figure 4A).
side of this zigzag path are the MB3 and smaller protru-The center of the gold cluster was determined as (r, φ,
sions (Figure 5C, yellow and blue arrowheads, respec-z) 5 (165 AÊ , 08, 0 AÊ ) (Figures 4B and 4C, small golden
tively). In Figure 5D, the C termini of H12 are located atballs). The coordinate system was defined arbitrarily so
both the corresponding regions (Figure 5D, arrow-that at the center of the MT is r 5 0, and both φ and z
heads). The C termini of a- and b-tubulin contain 10 andare zero at the peak of gold density. In the amino acid
18 amino acids, respectively, which were not present insequence alignment (Figure 1A), the K loop is the in-
the tubulin atomic model due to the disorder. Part ofserted fragment between S272 (163 AÊ , 0.38, 216 AÊ ) and
the MB3 and the small protrusions can be explained byT273 (162 AÊ , 0.68, 212 AÊ ) of human kinesin. Thus, the
these untraced amino acids of tubulin, which could beCa of the labeled cysteine was predicted to be located
stabilized by the binding of C351.around these coordinates (Figures 4B and 4C, green
balls). From these coordinates, the distance from the Ca
of the cysteine to the center of the gold was calculated to KIF1A±Microtubule Interface
be z13±16 AÊ (Figure 4C, red arrow). These values agree The projections formed by L11, a4-L12-a5, and L8/b5a,b
with the molecular structure of the gold cluster label, fitted well into the envelope between C351 and MT,
with a few angstroms error. Therefore, this gold cluster indicating that these regions are involved in the C351-
labeling experiment not only proved that MB3 is the K MT interaction (Figures 6A and 6B). L8/b5a,b (MB1)
loop, but also showed the accuracy of the docking. binds to the middle of H12. L11 (MB2) extends toward
the lower tubulin and the tip of L11 penetrates the H11-
H12 loop. Note that the L11 is a modeled structure atMicrotubule Structure
The tubulin atomic model was docked into the map the tip (238±254). The L11 is disordered in most of the
crystal structures of kinesins. Thus, L11 in the C351-according to a published MT model, (Nogales et al.,
1999), with slight counterclockwise rotation (z38) around MT complex would not have the same conformation as
shown here, and will adapt its shape to bind to the H11-the protofilament axis (Figure 5B). According to the original
paper (Nogales et al., 1998), we have abbreviated the a H12 loop. In the Figure 5D, this MB2 is located on the
left corner of FH12 as indicated by the H11-H12 loop ofhelix and b sheet in the tubulin structures as ªHº and ªS,º
corresponding to a and b, respectively, in the kinesin tubulin. The K loop (MB3) binds to the C-terminal part
of H12.structure. Hereafter, the structural elements of kinesin
and tubulin are distinguished by this notation. In a bird's-eye view from the minus end of the MT,
the relative positions of the MT-binding region to theWhen the complex is viewed from the plus end of the
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Figure 3. Docking of the Atomic Model of Kinesin into the KIF1A Structure
(A) 15 AÊ resolution map of the C351-MT complex. (B) Cross-correlation between the EM density and atomic model of kinesin. A two-dimensional
section of the six-dimensional cross-correlation map in the (φ, z) plane is shown. Side view of C351, shown as (C) surface representation and
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protofilament axis are clear (Figure 6C). From left to
right, L11 (MB2) binds to the left side, L8 (MB1) binds
to the middle and the K loop (MB3) is on the right side
of the MT protofilament ridge. The K loop arm region of
C351 extends to the corner between FH12 and FH11, where
the C terminus of tubulin is located. The arm is level
with the C terminus of tubulin (Figures 6A and 6B). The
K loop is highly positively charged. The C terminus of
a- and b-tubulin are rich in negatively charged glutamate
residues. In addition, the C terminus of tubulin is often
modified by posttranslational polyglutamylation (Aude-
bert et al., 1994). It is natural to suppose that the C
terminus of tubulin and the K loop bind to each other
by electrostatic forces. Thus, we named the C-terminal
region of tubulin the ªE hookº (E: one-letter code for
glutamate) as a counterpart of the K loop.
Specific Biochemical Cross-Linking
Although the static structure of the K loop in the pres-
ence of AMPPNP has been clearly shown as above, its
role during the processive movement of single-headed
C351 is insufficiently elucidated. As suggested in our
previous study (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999), binding
in the ªweak binding stateº is the key process for the
understanding of single-headed processivity. In this
state, the processive motor should be able to move
along the MT, and should be anchored to the MT against
thermal fluctuations. With two-headed kinesin, the
ªhand-over-handº model assumes that the second head
anchors the whole molecule to the MT, while the ªneckº
region allows the movement to the next binding site.Clearly,
this mechanism cannot be applied to single-headed C351.
To examine whether the K loop contributes to the single-
headed processivity as the third, additional MT-binding
site, analysis in the weak binding state is necessary.
For this purpose, a site-specific chemical cross-link-
ing experiment was performed in the weak binding
state. A photoactivatable heterobifunctional cross-linker
(4-(N-maleimide)benzophenone: MBP) was introduced
specifically into the K loop of C351 (C351MBP: see Experi-
mental Procedures) in the same manner as for the gold
cluster labeling. C351MBP was first incubated with MTs
in the presence of ADP, and then benzophenone was
activated with UV light. The resulting ketyl-radical reacts
immediately (,4 ns) with the neighboring C-H bond.
Therefore, if the K loop is sufficiently close (within the
reach of MBP) to tubulin, C351MBP is cross-linked to the
tubulin. After UV-irradiation, the sample was analyzed
by immunoblotting with either a- or b-tubulin antibodies.Figure 4. Gold-Cluster Labeling of the C351-MT Complex
As shown in Figure 7, both C351MBP-a-tubulin and(A) Three-dimensional maps of the C351Au-MT complex (upper half)
C351MBP-b-tubulin were detected in similar amountsand the C351-MT complex (lower half). Difference map, where the
density of the C351Au-MT complex is significantly increased (p , (z100 Kd, Figures 7A and 7B, asterisks). This clearly
1025) compared to that of the C351-MT complex shown as gold. (B) demonstrates that the K loop interacts closely with both
Top view from the plus end and (C) outside view of the gold label a- and b-tubulins in the weak binding state. Note that
and the predicted location of the cysteine Ca superimposed onto the cross-linking site of C351 was fixed to the K loop;
the surface representation of the C351-MT complex 15 AÊ resolution
thus, the result indicates that some C351 moleculesmap. The MT-binding domains are also shown with colors.
are on a-tubulin while some others are on b-tubulin. A
detailed interpretation of this result will be discussed later.
(D) superposition of the EM-derived map (orange chicken-wire surface) of the C351-MT complex combined with the atomic model of human
kinesin (cartoon representation). (E and F) Same series in a slab view of the core b sheet of the motor domain as seen from the MT side.
Several elements of the motor and tubulin structure are indicated to facilitate orientations. In (C) and (D), the plus end of the MT is on top.
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Figure 5. Docking of the Atomic Model of Tubulin
Top view from the plus end, shown as (A) surface representation and (B) superposition image of the EM-derived map of the C351-MT complex
combined with the atomic model of tubulin. (C) Surface representation from outside. (D) Slab view of the MT outer surface, corresponding to
the C351-removed view of (C).
Discussion deleted mutants showed that the K loop is the essential
domain for the processive movement, and structural
examination allowed clear visualization of the K loop asFunction of the K Loop
The aim of this study was to determine how C351 can the additional MB3 arm.
Then, what is the function of the K loop? How doesmove processively, even though it is monomeric. K loop±
The Structure of KIF1A and Processive Movement
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Figure 6. KIF1A±Microtubule Interactions
Stereo images of the C351-MT complex model shown as superposition of EM-derived map and atomic models (A). (B) A cartoon representation
of the complex. (C) Schematic model of the MT-binding region of C351 as seen from the minus end of the MT. In (B) and (C), the K loop and
C terminus of tubulin (E hook) were drawn manually based on the map of the C351-MT complex. A movie of the C351-MT complex model is
supplied as supplementary material on the Cell web site (http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/100/2/241/DC1).
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assigned to the highly flexible loop, L11, which is disor-
dered in the crystal structures of most KIFs (Kull et al.,
1996; Kozielski et al., 1997; Sack et al., 1997; Sablin et
al., 1998). In the strong binding state (AMPPNP form)
analyzed here, this loop interacts with the left side of the
MT protofilament ridge (FH12). At present, it is unknown
whether this interaction also contributes to the anchor-
ing in the weak binding state, but this flexible loop might
work coordinately with the K loop to allow the single-
headed processivity.
The a4 and the HIPYR consensus region of L12, fol-
lowed by a5 as well as MB1 (L8/b5a,b), consist of the
central binding region, which interacts with the ridge of
the MT protofilament (FH12). These regions are predictedFigure 7. Site-Specific Biochemical Cross-Linking
to undergo structural changes during the ATPase cycleInteraction between MT and C351 in the ADP state, as analyzed
based on a comparison with myosin and G protein andby site-specific cross-linking. Cross-linking was performed in the
presence/absence of motor (C351MBP), MT, and UV light. Cross- computer simulations (Wriggers and Schulten, 1998).
linked products containing a- and b-tubulin were probed with (A) Such structural changes alter the motor±MT interaction,
anti-a-tubulin antibody (DM1a) and (B) anti-b-tubulin antibody which might drive the motor toward the plus end of the
(DM1b).
MT as proposed by us previously (Okada and Hirokawa,
1999).
In summary, the KIF1A motor domain is anchored
the K loop enable processive movement of C351? The astride the MT protofilament ridge (Figure 6C). The right
structure of the C351-MT complex gives us some clues and the left sides of the ridge are covered by the K loop
to these questions. The K loop seems to bind to the C and L11, respectively. These two regions are thought
terminus of tubulin (E hook). The ionic interaction be- to function as a flexible, mobile tether, allowing one-
tween the positively charged K loop and the negatively dimensionally restricted movement along the MT proto-
charged E hook may anchor the C351 to the MT. The filament. At the top of the ridge, the central binding
site-specific biochemical cross-linking experiment pro- regions (L8/b5a,b and a4-HIPYR-a5) bind to the MT,
vides direct evidence for the involvement of the K loop possibly in a nucleotide-dependent manner. The puta-
in the MT binding. But, how does the K loop±E hook tive nucleotide-dependent change at this motor±MT in-
interaction allow movement toward the next binding site, terface might be the driving force of the directional motil-
while keeping the motor anchored to the MT? If the ity. Future mutational analysis, as well as analysis of the
binding site were fixed at a certain position, the binding ADP state of the KIF1A-MT complex, will allow confirma-
would inhibit the movement. tion of the accuracy of this model.
We consider that the structure of the C terminus of
tubulin (E hook) plays two important roles. First, as was Comparison with Other Reported Structures
suggested from the crystal structure of tubulin, the E of the KIF-MT Complex
hook is probably a highly flexible structure. More than Recently, several groups have reported the structure of
10 amino acids could not be resolved in the atomic the KIF-MT complex (Sosa et al., 1997a; Hoenger et al.,
model (Nogales et al., 1998). The strongly negatively 1998; Kozielski et al., 1998; Hirose et al., 1999). In gen-
charged E hook would extend a hydrophilic projection eral, Hoenger's model of the conventional kinesin±MT
from the MT surface. If C351 is anchored to this flexible complex is mostly consistent with ours. Sosa's model
structure, it would be able to fluctuate within the reach of the Ncd±MT complex is slightly different from ours
of the E hook. Second, both a- and b-tubulins have E in that, in their model, the L2 and a6 of Ncd are bound
hooks. Although the amino acid sequences of the C to the lower tubulin monomer. In our model of the C351-
termini of a- and b-tubulins are not exactly conserved, MT complex, these domains are 10 AÊ apart on the MT
they both have many glutamates. Thus, the E hooks are surface. These discrepancies might be attributable to
in line along the protofilament at intervals of 40 AÊ . These the difference between the plus- and minus-end-directed
aligned E hooks enable ªhand-overº of the anchored motors.
C351 to an adjacent one along the MT protofilament Interestingly, in the two-headed kinesin, the second
and give C351 the freedom to diffuse along the protofila- head projects to the right side of the MT protofilament
ment. Our cross-linking experiment supports this model. ridge (Hirose et al., 1996; Sosa et al., 1997a; Arnal and
As shown, the K loop similarly binds to both a- and Wade, 1998), similar to the K loop of single-headed
b-tubulins in the weak binding state. As this cross-link- KIF1A (Figure 6C). In the ªhand-over-handº model, the
ing is specific to the K loop, the result indicates that second head plays an essential role in anchoring the
C351 might be roaming between the E hooks of a- and entire molecule. This suggests that the K loop of KIF1A
b-tubulins in the weak binding state. might be a substitute of the second head, binding to
the right side of the MT protofilament ridge.
Coordination with Other Common MT
Binding Domains Advantage of the KIF1A Study
In the studies of kinesin molecular motors, a constructIn addition to this flexible K loop±E hook interaction,
MB2 might also function as a mobile tether. MB2 was of the head domain of KIF1A, C351, has great advantage
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reference data set as described (Toyoshima and Unwin, 1988; Be-over kinesins. For example, monomeric C351 contains
roukhim and Unwin, 1997). Defocus levels were determined fromall the structural elements necessary for processive
Fourier amplitude obtained from the tube itself. Individual datasetsmovement. With conventional kinesins, the dimeric form
were CTF (contrast transfer function)-corrected, aligned to the same
is necessary for the processive movement. Therefore, origin, and averaged. The final sets of the averaged layer lines were
its analysis requires a consideration of the interaction truncated at the resolution cutoff and 3D maps were generated by
Fourier-Bessel inversion (DeRosier and Moore, 1970). The surfacebetween the two heads as well as the interaction of
representations of the maps were generated by AVS5 (AVS Inc.).each head with the MT. This complicates the analysis.
With C351, however, only a single head needs to be
Statistical Analysisconsidered, making the analysis more straightforward.
To determine the significance of the differences between the C351-Furthermore, C351 has about 100 times higher affinity
MT complex and K340-MT complex, Student's t test was applied.
for MT than other KIFs, such as conventional kinesin First, the datasets of the K340-MT complex and C351-MT complex
and Ncd (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999). This enables the were divided into 3 and 11 groups, respectively. Each group included
various ranges of underfocus to compensate for CTF. From thesehigher resolution structural analysis as described. Fortu-
small datasets, CTF-corrected averaged data were calculated.nately, as suggested from the sequence similarity, and
Three-dimensional maps were generated from the averaged data-from the structural similarity demonstrated in this study,
sets and were used to obtain variance, average, and t maps (Milliganthe basic architecture of the motor±MT interaction and
et al., 1990; Hoenger et al., 1998). The same method was also applied
the fundamental mechanism of the motility is surmised to compare the C351-MT complex and the C351Au-MT complex.
to be conserved among KIFs, although several impor-
tant differences might have evolved among the different Docking of the Atomic Models into the 3D EM Maps
Manual docking was performed and visualized using the programsubcategories of KIFs. Thus, we believe that C351 pro-
O (Jones et al., 1991). The ªSitusº package was also used for compu-vides a good model molecule for the study of kinesin
tational docking (Wriggers et al., 1999). For final docking of themotors using biochemical, biophysical and structural
human kinesin atomic model into the EM-derived map, theapproaches.
pdbRhoFit program in the EOS system was used (Yasunaga and
Wakabayashi, 1996). First, the atomic model of kinesin was trans-
lated in the direction of x,y,z and rotated by φ,c,u; then, for eachExperimental Procedures
case, the correlation coefficient was calculated between the map
of the C351-MT complex and the map calculated from the atomicProteins
model of kinesin. The result is plotted in the six-dimensional spaceMutated C351s were generated by the overlapping PCR using the
as a correlation map. Figures showing the atomic models of the com-C351 expression vector as the template. The final PCR product
plex were generated with MolScript (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3Dwas checked by DNA sequencing, and was cloned into pET21b
(Merrit and Murphy, 1994).expression vector (Novagen). The recombinant protein was ex-
pressed by E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) and purified by immobilized
Preparation of Gold-Labeled C351metal affinity chromatography (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999). Recom-
In order to covalently and selectively label the K loop of C351 withbinant K340 and porcine tubulin were purified as described (Kikkawa
undecagold particles, we introduced a reactive cysteine residue atet al., 1994).
the end of the K loop by substituting Thr-301 for Cys. This mutant
was expressed and purified as described. Immediately after the
Sample Preparation for Electron Microscopy purification, a 5-fold molar excess of monomaleimido-undecagold
Tubulin was polymerized in PEM buffer (PIPES 100 mM, pH 6.8, (Nanoprobes) was reacted with the purified protein. To increase the
EGTA 1 mM, MgCl2 1 mM, GTP 1 mM, paclitaxel 10 mM, 5% DMSO) labeling efficiency, the sample was concentrated by ultrafiltration
for 2 hr at 378C. A drop of the polymerized MT was placed on the on Centricon-3 (Millipore) at 48C for 1 hr during the reaction. The
holey carbon film on the EM-grid and left for 10 s in the humid reaction mixture was applied to a RESOURCE S cation-exchange
chamber. The MT solution was then absorbed by filter paper, and column (1 ml, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) with a 0±0.5M NaCl
a drop of the C351 solution (0.2 mg/ml) in the assay buffer (imidazole gradient (MES 50 mM, pH 6.0, MgCl2 2 mM, 10% sucrose) to separate
50 mM, Mg-acetate 5 mM, EGTA 1 mM, K-acetate 50 mM, DTT 10 the undecagold-labeled protein from the unconjugated protein.
mM, Triton X-100 0.1 %, AMPPNP (59-adenylylimidodiphosphate) 2 C351Au was eluted as a peak with a high OD420 value (Au11 absorption)
mM, paclitaxel 10 mM) was put on the grid. Immediately after the well separated from the later peak of the unconjugated protein. The
absorption of the drop, the grid was plunged into liquid ethane peak fraction of C351Au was diafiltrated with Centricon-30 and the
(21858C). Grids were examined under a JEM-2010F electron micro- buffer was changed to the assay buffer. Then C351Au was used for
scope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operating at 200 kV, with an Oxford the cryo-EM analysis.
cryo-transfer holder (Oxford Instruments Ltd., Oxford, U.K.) at the
linear magnification of 40,000. The images were recorded on SO163
Site-Specific Chemical Cross-Linking
films (Eastman Kodak Co.) and developed with D19 (Eastman Kodak
A photoreactive cross-linker was specifically introduced to the K
Co.) for 10 min at 208C.
loop region of C351 via the reactive cysteine residue. Asn-295 and
Lys-298 were replaced with Lys and Cys, respectively, by overlap-
ping PCR. The photoreactive heterobifunctional cross-linker MBPImage Analysis
15-protofilament/2-start helix MTs were screened by their charac- (Sigma) was reacted with this Cys-introduced recombinant protein
using the same protocol as that described for the labeling withteristic moireÂ pattern and relative positions of the intensity peaks
near 1/40 AÊ 21 in the diffraction patterns (ChreÂ tien and Wade, 1991; fluorochrome (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999). Free MBP was removed
by chromatography. MBP-introduced C351 (1 mM) was incubatedSosa et al., 1997b; Sosa and Chretien, 1998). Selected negatives
were digitized at a step size of 5 mm with a CCD film scanner with paclitaxel-stabilized MT (10 mM) in the assay buffer supple-
mented with 10 mM paclitaxel and 2 mM ADP. After 15 min incubation(LeafScan45, Scitex), which corresponds to 2.5 AÊ on the samples.
The image data were transferred to a Linux workstation and helical at 278C, the sample was irradiated with a UV lamp to initiate the
cross-linking reaction. Then, the sample was analyzed by SDS-image analysis was performed on the computer. To calculate the
helical diffraction patterns, the tubes were straightened by fitting PAGE, followed by immunoblotting using anti-a-tubulin antibody
(DM1A [Sigma] and 6±11B-1 [Sigma]) and anti-b-tubulin antibodiesthe helical axis to a cubic spline curve and then interpolating the
tube onto a straight line (Egelman, 1986). The straightened tube (Tub2.1 [Sigma], JDR.3B8 [Sigma], and DM1B [ICN]). Their results
obtained with DM1A and DM1B are shown, and the other antibodieswas divided into one repeat (approximately 1,500 AÊ ), and positional
parameters were refined by comparing the Fourier data with the also gave the same results.
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